Why CILP?

It’s Fast
Published weekly for 60 years, CILP provides the most up-to-date subject access to American law review articles. Legal researchers using CILP can find articles four to six weeks earlier than those using commercial legal periodical indexes such as ILP, CLI and LRI. Over 2500 law professors, lawyers and law librarians rely on CILP for timely topical access to 570+ legal publications.

It’s Convenient
CILP staff personally review all legal publications indexed in CILP and assign subject headings so all articles relevant to a topic appear together. Besides subject access, CILP provides full tables of contents of all indexed journals.

It’s Relevant
CILP welcomes your suggestions and comments. We review our Subject Headings each year to keep topics relevant and articles easy to find.

It’s a Gateway to Full-Text
Jump from CILP to the specific articles you need—there are two ways. In SmartCILP, you can link to full-text law review articles on Hein Online, Westlaw and Lexis. Also, you can contact the Gallagher Law Library’s Copy & Send service for copies of articles sent directly to you in paper or via email. To request copies, call, email or visit:

Copy & Send
(206) 616-2370
copysend@u.washington.edu
lib.law.washington.edu/copy&send/c&sform.html

2010-11 Price Schedule

PAPER
Single hardcopy (paper) subscription, includes first class postage: $228 per year
CILP is copyrighted; reproduction of any issue or topic is prohibited.

ELECTRONIC
NEW Individual SmartCILP Profile: $228 per year
Electronic subscription (eCILP): $684 per year
Includes up to 50 profiles of SmartCILP ($60 per year for each additional 50 profiles)
Non-commercial Site License: Transmissions via LANs, WANs, e-mail, and on-line catalogs are permitted. Subscriber is granted limited permission to print or copy any number of copyrighted issues in their entirety for non-commercial purposes at the subscriber’s institution only.

Subscriber’s institutions:
For law firms, each subscription includes up to ten branch libraries.
For universities, each subscription includes the campus on which the law school is located and all branch campuses that do not house a law school.

Consortial Pricing Available
Washington state residents add 9.5% sales tax.

To subscribe, contact:
Subscription Manager, CILP
Gallagher Law Library
University of Washington
Box 353025
Seattle, WA 98195-3025
Phone: (206) 543-4089
Fax: (206) 685-2165
E-mail: jafrank@u.washington.edu
Website: lib.law.washington.edu/cilp/cilp.html
Technical help: cilptech@u.washington.edu

Make checks payable to University of Washington. Visa and Mastercard accepted at lib.law.washington.edu/vm.
**Electronic CILP. Only $684/year.**

Electronic transmission is the fastest way to receive *Current Index to Legal Periodicals* and is most cost effective for multiple-user groups. Up to fifty SmartCILP profiles are included with each subscription, and subscribers receive a license to distribute the electronic version any way they would like within their own institution (see specific limits for law firms and universities on the pricing panel of this brochure). The PDF version of electronic CILP is formatted exactly the same as the paper version (double column, Times New Roman typeface).

Electronic CILP is also available as ASCII e-mail delivered to the user, and downloadable in the following file formats:

- HTML: split into two parts, Tables of Contents and Subject Headings
- MS Word: both single and dual column formats
- ASCII plain text
- Adobe Acrobat PDF file

**Hardcopy CILP**

Each subscription includes a single paper copy of each issue mailed Fridays, 50 weeks per year (See policies, below).

*Every subscription includes first class postage.*

There is no discount for multiple copies. CILP is copyrighted; complete reproduction of any issue or topic is prohibited.

---

**SmartCILP. Fifty Profiles Included with Every eCILP Subscription**

**NEW: Single Profiles Available to Individuals for Just $228/year.**

SmartCILP enables CILP to be customized for each user. This unique tool allows users to receive an email that contains only the topic areas and journal titles that reflect their individual research interests.

To use SmartCILP, each electronic subscriber creates a profile, choosing the broad topic groups (see right), specific subject headings, and journals they would like included. This personalized version is delivered as a weekly e-mail with “SmartCILP” in the subject line. SmartCILP profiles can be updated at any time.

SmartCILP can be used also as a tables of contents service: just select the journals in your library’s collection as your SmartCILP profile to receive the tables of contents of any new journals each week.

**Built-in links to online services** are part of SmartCILP. They allow immediate access to full-text articles every week. Sample citation:

Wise, Steven M. Rattling the Cage defended. 43 B.C. L. Rev. 623-696 (2009). [H] [L] [W]

With SmartCILP, [H], [L] and [W] are live links to full texts of the article on HeinOnline, Lexis and Westlaw when they are available on those services.

**Broad topic groups** can be selected when creating a profile. Choosing a group automatically generates a profile that includes the subject headings and journals related to the chosen area. After the profile is created, the user can customize it further by adding and deleting subjects and journals.

The groups will be automatically updated whenever there are new journals or subject headings. See http://lib.law.washington.edu/cilp/scilp.html for a list of the broad topic groups as well as the subjects and journals included in each.

**Frequently Asked Questions**

Q: Why are there H, L and W links in my SmartCILP when I cannot get to the article online?

A: When you click on an H, L or W link, you are really running a search for that article’s citation. Sometimes we include the link even though the article is not yet uploaded to the major systems. Having the links integrated into SmartCILP ensures you get the article you need just as soon as it is available.

Q: A user wants to update his or her SmartCILP pro-

---

**Policies**

**Subscriptions**

Publication billing period is from July 1 to June 30. CILP publishes 50 issues annually, dated Friday of each week except for a winter holiday week and a summer vacation week. We can add and prorate new subscriptions in any format at any time. However, we cannot give refunds or credits for cancellations once a subscription is accepted. Subscriptions are considered continuous until notification of intent to cancel is received. Once notified, we can cancel subscriptions for the next publication year.

**Claims**

CILP is a current awareness tool; therefore we honor claims for missing issues mailed within 5 weeks of publication date. Please review the price list (on reverse side) before notifying us of your needs for the coming year (July 2010 – June 2011).